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Security for Body-Area Networks

Problem
1 Some devices need extreme security: wireless pace-maker

2 Use the randomness of physical channel to generate keys?

3 Does normal movement give enough randomness?

Motivation

Background

Simulation & Experimental setup

Implications

What this is not

Not interested in HOW to make the keys, just the maximal key
length to achieve perfect secrecy



Interlude 1: IEEE 802.15 Task Group-6

Short range (3m) personal area networking for Body Area
Networking

Support for data rates: 10kbps up to 10Mbps

Ultra-low power

256 nodes per pico-net. Up to 10 pico-nets co-located.

AES style security

[TG6-08] IEEE802.15-0808-31-05-0006 TG6 Proposal Comparison Criteria

[online] https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/documents/



How many people fit in a 6m cube?

A

B
E

Your arm span is approx. 2.5m. how many
people are within the 6m x 6m x 6m cube near
you right now.

How certain are you that none those people
has a packet sniffer operating on their laptop?

How happy would you be to trust your
pacemaker in this environment?

Bluetooth devices [10m range] have been
“snarfed” at 1.78km

Alice & Bob are two trusted sensors.

Eve is not trusted.

Uncrackable (perfect) [Information Theoretic]
Really hard to crack [Computational]
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How much effort should we take to stop Alice?
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Eve can spoof,
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Eve has unlimited
transmit power

Eve has unlimited
computation
power

Motivates desire to have perfect secrecy. BUT. Can’t give
everyone individual one-time-pad: use channel randomness instead.
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Computational vs Perfect secrecy

X D

! S(X, !) S encrypt C

random obs.

seed
key-gen

key

data

Figure 4: Key-generation from seed ! and random
process X. The key S is used to encrypt data D (for
authenticity or secrecy) to produce cipher C. The
key-gen function may be arbitrarily complex, but is
deterministic.

perfect secrecy. The changing PN sequence may be viewed
as a long key S where each N bits correspond to 1 message
bit. To generate S, a deterministic key-generator is used.

For perfect secrecy, the entropy of the key S must be at
least as large as the entropy of the message M [17]. Another
way of writing this is the key is as long (or longer) than the
message i.e. |S| !| M |. In [16] |S| " N # |M |, however the
entropy of the key is only equal to the entropy of the seed
! — since S is a deterministic function of ! [18] hence

H(S) $ H(!) $ H(M) (1)

since it would seem unreasonable to have a fixed seed ! of
su"cient entropy that the message (all messages for all time)
has lower entropy than the key — eventually, the message
will be longer than the seed. Contrast (1) with the require-
ments of [17]

H(M) $ H(S) (2)

If |!| is small, then the only way to generate a large S from
! is to use a source of randomness.

Figure 4 outlines the (prior to output to a wireless chan-
nel) process of encrypting data with a secret key S. The
key is generated from a combination of a seed ! and ran-
dom observations X. In [16] X is not used, and the key-gen
process is self contained.

We consider cryptographic schemes which use a controlled
form of randomness to perpetually generate new keys. In
particular, randomness which arises from the physical chan-
nel between the wireless sensors. A need for such schemes
has been observed for medical wireless sensor networks [19].
Online key-generation from the channel has been proposed
for narrowband-fading in [4], however the authors there op-
erated under fast mobile fades, and hence assumed a reason-
ably fast key generation. Channel-keys have been considered
for UWB in [20], due to available multipath. From [5] it has
been shown that a channel which does not use joint random-
ness must rely on computational (vs information theoretic)
secrecy.

Figure 5 shows how Alice and Bob may agree on a shared
secret key S, over a public channel in the presence of an
eavesdropper Eve, using the work of [5]. Alice and Bob
wished to agree on a secret key over a non-secure network.
This is achieved by Alice observing X, Bob observing Y
and Eve observing Z where X, Y, Z had a joint probabil-
ity PXY Z . Alice and Bob may generate local, secret keys
which are provably secure from Eve. The details of the key-
generation may be taken e.g. from [4].

Our notation is as follows: Alice wishes to send informa-
tion securely to Bob, with an eavesdropper Eve. S denotes

! key A X PXY Z Y key B !

Sa = S Z Sb = S

!̂ key E Se != S

Alice Bob

Eve

Joint random process

Figure 5: Full key-generation process. Alice, Bob
and Eve all make observations of a random process
with joint probability PXY Z . The output S is the key
in Figure 4.

the shared, secret key between Alice and Bob. D is the
(clear) data from which C is the cipher data. ! denotes
some side information – such as a seed or prior key. Sub-
scripts e.g. Di denote particular bits.

2. BAN CHANNEL KEYS
We would like to generate S such that (2) holds. Since

BAN data rates will be between 10kbps to 10Mbps [14] –
hence we would like to have keys generated at a rate of at
least kilobits per second. If the channel is not su"ciently
random, we may reconcile ourselves to generating a stream
of ! values for a seed-intialized scheme such as [16], or a new
private key for an AES-style system [15]. We will shortly see
that the weak BAN sensor is a serious limitation on strong
physical keys – we will consider real transceivers, which have
characteristics likely to be seen in a future BAN.

As the secret key S is manufactured from joint random-
ness in the public channel, the rate of the key2 is limited
by conditioning of Eve’s observations. The key rate can be
bounded3 from [5, Thm.1]:

H(S) $ I(X; Y % Z) + I(S; ZC) (3)

and I(X; Y % Z) is defined [5]

I(X; Y % Z)

! inf

(
I(X; Y |Ẑ) : PXY Ẑ =

X
z!Z

PXY ZPẐ|Z

)
(4)

and the infimum over all possible choices of PẐ|Z . A looser

(more tractable) bound for (3) is given by [21, eqn.4]:

H(S) $ min {I(X; Y ), I(X; Y |Z)} (5)

which arises from denying Eve write-access to the channel.

2.1 Achievable rate for RSSI-based key
Most transceiver systems allow RSSI (Receive Signal Strength

Indication) measurements as part of their Carrier-Sense cir-
cuitry. As such, we consider RSSI measurements from the
channel as a relatively non-invasive key source – i.e. we do
not require specialised key-generation measurements.

Part of the achievable rate for a channel-based key is the
entropy rate of the channel – the rate at which Alice and Bob

2The rate at which new bits can be added to a secret key
e.g. how many seconds before a 128bit key may be formed?
3Assuming the desired probability of failure is very small

Key S , Message data D and coded-message C . S is used to encrypt D via
some algorithm (eg. XOR)
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which arises from denying Eve write-access to the channel.

2.1 Achievable rate for RSSI-based key
Most transceiver systems allow RSSI (Receive Signal Strength

Indication) measurements as part of their Carrier-Sense cir-
cuitry. As such, we consider RSSI measurements from the
channel as a relatively non-invasive key source – i.e. we do
not require specialised key-generation measurements.

Part of the achievable rate for a channel-based key is the
entropy rate of the channel – the rate at which Alice and Bob

2The rate at which new bits can be added to a secret key
e.g. how many seconds before a 128bit key may be formed?
3Assuming the desired probability of failure is very small

Key S , Message data D and coded-message C . S is used to encrypt D via
some algorithm (eg. XOR)

Computational secrecy

D 7→ C is hard to invert

Weak keys (short S) can
be improved by using new
keys intermitently
[LeonSalas08]

Perfect secrecy

Based on Shannon [Sha49]

Entropy of S is larger than
entropy of D

One-time-pad is an
example

[LeonSalas08] W. D. Leon-Salas. Joint encryption/multiple access for body area sensor networks. Bodynets 2008
[Sha49] C. E. Shannon. Communication theory of secrecy systems. May 1949



Design Specification

1 Alice & Bob cannot do much “extra” work for security

2 Alice & Bob cannot have special encryption hardware

Channel RSSI measurements are implicit in radio designs: can
use this at minimal extra implementation cost

Alice makes channel measurements X

Bob makes channel measurements Y

Alice & Bob create common key S , Eve will try to guess this
key using measurements Z .

Question

How small must S be so that Eve cannot guess it?
recall: H(D) ≤ H(S)
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Limits to H(S)

Theorem (Tse etal)

H(S) is upper bounded by denying Eve write-access, and the
bound is:

H(S) ≤ min {I (X ; Y ), I (X ; Y |Z )}

Rule-of-thumb first:
1 I (X ; Y ) ≤ H(X ) + H(Y ) for X⊥Y

I (X ; Y |Z ) ≤ H(X |Z ) ≤ H(X )

2 H(S) ≤ H(X ) ≈ H(channel)
Overbound gives easy relation to entropy of channel

Channel is stable up to 15ms, fades between -10dB and
-70dB [Min08], and has a Weibull distribution.

H(S) is bounded by 96bps.

[Min08] D. Miniutti etal. Narrowband channel characterization for body area networks

[IEEE-802.15.08.0421.00.0006]. Jun 2008
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Perfect secrecy
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Channel RSSI for Alice-Bob X , and Eve-Bob Z , 5 seconds, using [Smith08]

The channels Alice-Bob and Bob-Eve are correlated.

H(X |Z )� H(X ) implies previous bound is very loose.

H(S) below 4bps

requirement H(D) < H(S) is not practical

[Smith08] D. Smith etal. Matlab code for generating BAN fading profile. IEEE-802.15-08-0850-00-0006. Nov 2008
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Validation from channel measurements

Measurement set-up.
Wearable transceiver using

TI-CC2240 chip
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Here we will use hardware measurements based on TI-C2240
802.15.4 transceiver de-tuned to 2360MHz



Channel measurements
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Alice & Bob can use random process to generate secure 32-bit
keys every few minutes

Apply to cryptography as new key.



Conclusions

Security will be a concern in BAN’s (especially when wireless
controls actuators)

Random channel to low rate to generate perfect security
(4bps is not practical)

Can store random bits to generate a “new” 32-bit (or any
other length) key every few minutes.



Appendix: Channel dynamics over 10 hours
March 2009

Smith et. al., NICTASlide 14

doc.: IEEE 802.15-09?

Submission

[appendix] Channel dynamics over 10 hours
Subject removed sensors.

Tx moved to from right hip

to left hip

changed clothing

(sensors removed)

Home

(skype)

Subject removed

sensors

Drive caroffice cook Tv, computer

From NICTA IEEE submission Mar 2009
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